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Abstract
To introduce the 12th International Conference on Muon Spin Rotation, Relaxation and Resonance (μSR), I will
review some of the history of μSR, from its origins in elementary particle physics through its evolution into an essential
tool of modern science, illustrating how each solution to a problem for one use of muons engenders opportunities for
others.
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1. Introduction
The history of μSR can be seen as a progression from a fantasy (contradicting the “known laws of physics”)
to science ﬁction (SF — possible in principle, but impractical with existing technology) to routine science. In the
days before powerful particle accelerators, the muon (ﬁrst misidentiﬁed as Yukawa’s meson[1]) was available only
as a mysterious high energy cosmic ray. Even then they provided an opportunity to solve an outstanding question in
physics: is the average eﬀective magnetic ﬁeld in iron H or B? By measuring the energy and deﬂection of cosmic ray
muons in a magnetized iron plate, Rasetti[2] answered this question experimentally for the ﬁrst time in 1944.
2. Fantasy
Until the early 1950s, one of the most sacred symmetry principles in physics was parity (P): any reaction of
elementary particles is exactly as likely as its mirror image with r → −r. Since μSR relies completely on the maxi-
mally P-violating decays of pions and muons, the story of μSR would not even have qualiﬁed as good SF. But as new
accelerators produced more exotic elementary particles, including strange ones, the impossible happened: the weak
decay of the K+ meson appeared to violate P conservation [3, 4, 5]. This “tau-theta puzzle” caused Lee and Yang[6]
to speculate in 1956 that perhaps P might not be a good symmetry in the case of weak nuclear interactions.
This outrageous proposal was quickly tested by Wu et al.[7] in the beta decay of 60Co and by two groups[8, 9] in
the π+ → μ+νμ and μ+ → e+νeν¯μ decays of pions and muons. All agreed: P symmetry was maximally violated in
weak interactions. (A glib description follows: any ultrarelativistic Dirac particle produced in a weak interaction will
always have its momentum and angular momentum antiparallel [negative or “left-handed” helicity]; its antiparticle
will always be right-handed.)
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In one of these three papers published in the same issue of the Physical Review, a method very similar to modern
μSR was used; the authors of that paper[9] speculated immediately that, “It seems possible that polarized positive
and negative muons will become a powerful tool for exploring magnetic ﬁelds in nuclei. . . , atoms, and interatomic
regions.” And so they have, but it took some time and eﬀort.
3. Science Fiction
Within a few years, longitudinal ﬁeld (LF)[10, 11] and transverse ﬁeld (TF)[12, 13] μ+SR techniques had been
developed and applied to the study of muonium[14] (the μ+e− or Mu atom, a light isotope of the H atom) in
semiconductors[15] and (in Russia) Mu chemistry [16, 17, 18, 19]; however, the low intensity of early muon beams
(thousands of times less than today’s) made such measurements so tedious that their broad application was the stuﬀ of
SF. Fortunately, there was another fundamental physics application that spurred the development of μSR through the
following decade and a half: the test of quantum electrodynamics (QED) provided by measuring the muon’s magnetic
moment [13, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27], its anomalous magnetic moment [28, 29, 30, 31] and the Mu hyperﬁne
splitting [32, 33, 23, 34, 35, 25] to phenomenal accuracy. These made for good SF, rewarding the community with
some highly reﬁned μSR techniques.
One of the problems with the QED tests was the depolarizing eﬀect of certain media. Less muon polarization P0
means still longer measurements: the statistical precision is proportional to P0
√
N0, where N0 is the total number of
muon decay events. In an eﬀort to understand and solve this problem[12], the theory of muon depolarization proposed
by Ivanter & Smilga[19, 36, 37] was extended[38, 39, 40] to include the rapid chemical reaction of paramagnetic Mu
atoms to form diamagnetic compounds and/or radicals (paramagnetic molecules); this provided an opportunity to
study Mu chemistry in liquids, still a thriving ﬁeld today.
Another ambitious particle physics program was the search for spontaneous conversion of muonium into anti-
muonium[41] (allowed by some versions of lepton number conservation). Since this process could only happen
in vacuum, the problem became one of obtaining thermal Mu atoms in vacuum. The University of Arizona group
under Bowen built the ﬁrst “surface muon beam” at Berkeley for this purpose[42]. As soon as it was successfully
commissioned, an opportunity was seen to use its low energy μ+ beam to study Mu chemistry in the gas phase[43] at
near atmoshperic pressure; the ﬁrst such experiments [44] were carried out at LBL.
During the SF era, many other heroic eﬀorts at the old cyclotrons yielded μSR applications in chemistry[38, 39,
40], semiconductor physics[45, 46, 47, 48], quantum diﬀusion[49, 50], magnetic materials[51, 52, 53, 54, 55] and
superconductors[56, 57]. The stage was set for modern μSR, but it was still impractical as a universal tool analogous
to NMR, because typical measurements took many hours for one low-statistics spectrum and samples had to be
thousands of times larger than those routinely measured today.
4. Routine Science
The key to making μSR a practical tool was beam luminosity, and this key was turned in the mid-1970s when the
ﬁrst “meson factories” were commissioned at Los Alamos (LAMPF, now defunct) in 1972, Villigen (then SIN, now
PSI) in 1974 and Vancouver (TRIUMF) in 1974, soon followed by KEK/BOOM at Tsukuba in 1980 (moved since
2008 to J-PARC in Tokai) and RAL/ISIS near Oxford in 1987. Whereas μ+ stopping rates in large (up to 1000 ml)
samples were typically ∼ 103 μ+/s at the previous generation of accelerators, the dramatically higher primary beam
intensity of meson factories (≥ 100 μA at ≥ 500 MeV) routinely produced surface muon beams[58] of ∼ 106 μ+/s
that would stop in ∼ 1 mm of liquid or solid samples.
4.1. CW Facilities: Less of More
Such high ﬂux allowed much more rapid data acquisition, but at CW accelerators (PSI and TRIUMF) there is a
limit on rates imposed by the fact that only one muon can be in the sample at a time — otherwise one cannot know
which one decayed. Since the high time resolution of CW facilities depends upon starting a digital “clock” when a
muon arrives and stopping it when that muon’s decay positron is detected, this limit is unavoidable. For ordinary μ+SR
experiments these considerations limit useful beam rates to about 105 μ+/s or less, so that all but the “best” 10% of the
muon beam (those most highly focused on a bright central spot) must be discarded, usually using beam collimators.
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As a result, experiments could now be done on single crystal samples ∼mm across and only a few hundren microns
thick.
Later the 600 MeV ring cyclotron of PSI was upgraded to over 1 mA current, raising the maximum surface muon
intensity to ∼ 108 μ+/s. This allowed an even smaller fraction of the muons to be “used”, such as the one in ∼ 105 that
trickles out of a solid rare gas moderator to produce a source of almost thermal “low energy muons” (LEM) [59, 60].
This method was ﬁrst developed at TRIUMF[61] but required the elevated intensity of PSI to be practical; now it is
used there to investigate thin ﬁlms and interfaces with μ+SR.
4.2. Pulsed Facilities: More of Less
Meanwhile the pulsed muon facilities at BOOM, ISIS and now J-PARC enjoyed a huge advantage in rate at
the expense of highly segmented detectors and poor time resolution: When a pulse of high energy protons strikes a
production target, many pions are produced “at once” (over the duration of the pulse). These decay over the lifetime
(26 ns) of the π+ into muons that are collected into a beam line and delivered “all at once” to the sample under study.
Thus there is in principle no rate limit, because there is no confusion about when the muons arrive. In practice,
there is a little confusion: even if the primary beam were a perfect delta function, the muons would be spread out
exponentially over 26 ns; and the primary beam is not a delta function — typical pulse widths are 100-200 ns, so
that the time of arrival is uncertain by that amount, and the time resolution of time-diﬀerential (TD)-μSR suﬀers
accordingly. Moreover, with millions of muons decaying simultaneously, detector dead time would result in huge
distortions of the time spectrum if the detectors were not broken up into many segments, each of which intercepts
only a small solid angle from the sample. Thus pulsed facilities are best for high statistics measurements at low
transverse ﬁeld or arbitrary longitudinal ﬁeld. They also have two other advantages: ﬁrst, because all the muons arrive
at once and then there is a long period of no beam at all, pulsed μSR has very low background at long times, allowing
study of the muon’s polarization over times as long as 10 muon lifetimes. Second, for the same reason, any irradiation
of the sample with RF, microwave or lasers (for the purpose of true resonance studies) is vastly more eﬃcient than at
CW facilities[62]. Not all samples will admit electromagnetic radiation, of course, but for a wide variety of materials
it might be possible to overcome the time resolution limitation of pulsed facilities by using a π/2 pulse of resonant RF
to tip all the muon spins into the transverse plane coherently and then following their free induction decay.
4.3. New Techniques
In the ﬁrst decade of the Meson Factory Era, many new μ+SR techniques were developed to augment the utility
of muons in studies of molecular and materials science. Noteworthy examples were
• Zero ﬁeld (ZF)-μSR — one of the ﬁrst major accomplishments of μSR was to realize experimentally[63] the
theoretical predictions of Kubo and Toyabe[64] regarding spin relaxation in zero applied magnetic ﬁeld. This
has since become a staple of μSR.
• The “spin rotator”[65] — an E × B velocity selector that not only removes all positrons and other background
from the μ+ beam but can rotate the muon polarization into the plane perpendicular to the muon momentum;
without this feature, it would be impossible to inject surface muons (whose radius of curvature is 1 m in a 0.1 T
transverse ﬁeld) into samples at high magnetic ﬁelds for TF-μ+SR experiments.
• Avoided level-crossing resonance (ALCR) — in which the Zeeman transitions of the μ+ match energies with
transitions of other spins coupled to the muon, either nuclear electric quadrupole transitions[66] or nuclear hy-
perﬁne transitions[67] coupled through the unpaired electron in radicals[68, 69, 70, 71] or muonium states in
solids[67]. Because the ALCR technique can use time-integrated forward/backward decay rates, it works eﬀec-
tively at both pulsed and CW facilities, regardless of macro time structure, and has no intrinsic rate limitations;
this made LAMPF the world’s most powerful facility for ALCR[72] for a brief time before it was shut down in
1993, ending the domestic μSR eﬀort in the USA, where it all began.
• Muon spin echo (μSE) — in which the spins of either the muons themselves or other particles with which the
muons interact are subjected to π pulses of resonant RF, causing the eﬀects of dephasing in diﬀerent magnetic
ﬁelds to be reversed[62].
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5. Accessibility
In the last decade or more, while new techniques are still emerging (LEM being an excellent example), the em-
phasis of the world’s μSR facilities has shifted to utilization eﬃciency and making these tools more readily available
to prospective users, many of whom are unfamiliar with the demands of accelerators, beamlines, μSR spectrometers
and such, but are attracted to the sensitivity and versatility of μSR. With these new standards of streamlining, automa-
tion and user support, μSR has entered a new era of Routine Science. In the future, this may be reckoned the true
“beginning” of μSR’s contribution to science in general.
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